CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU

David Sarkus
Travels from: Pennsylvania

Fee Range: $7,501 - $10,000

David Sarkus is the President and founder of David Sarkus International, a leading
health and safety management consulting and training firm. He has nearly 30 years
of occupational health and safety management experience in large, diversified
industrial settings. Experience, education and leadership qualities have allowed
him and his firm to successfully apply strategies and tactics within a number of
varied mainstream work-processes.
David and his colleagues have been helping others apply leading-edge strategies
and tactics over the last two decades. Customized safety interventions have
produced reductions in key performance indicators from 35% to over 85% from the
previous year. These kinds of results are both scalable and sustainable.
David holds a Master of Science in Safety Management from West Virginia University and a Master of Science
in Industrial Psychology from St. Mary's College of California. He is a Certified Safety Professional (CSP) by
examination.
David is a recognized leader in the practice of safety management and his writings are often found in
Professional Safety Magazine and Industrial Safety & Hygiene News. David was recognized by ISHN as one of the
"Top 101 Leaders" in the field. David is author of The Safety Coach®: Unleash the 7C's for World-Class Safety
Performance! This book serves as the foundation for Coastal's video, "Safety Coach," which features David as
on-camera host and Bobby Bowden, two-time National Champion Head Football Coach of Florida State
University, as special guest.
David Sarkus has helped maintain and improve the quality of life for thousands of workers while managing
large programs and processes in a wide variety of settings. Their approaches are tailored to meet your specific
needs. We can help you move toward and embrace excellence in safety. The work engaged through David will
readily be seen as a valued-added investment in your work force with a cost-effective orientation.
Most Requested Programs...
•

Behind the Curtain to Zero-Incident Safety!™

•

Leading from the Heart™ or Everyone's a Safety Coach!™

•

Critical Conversations for Safety™

•

Be Courageous For Safety's Sake!™

•

Servant Leadership and Safety!™

•

Hey - Let's Talk About Change!™

•

Teamwork Taking Your Team to the Top!™

•

PACE Yourself for Safety!™
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